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MESSAGE
FROM THE
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
Dear Friends and Partners,
Welcome to our last issue of the IST
the board and management of IST, I would
2021 had its own challenges but I am
delighted that we were able to rise above
them and we have come to a peaceful
close of the year.
In this issue, we bring to you stories from
our work that are crowning the year. We
were excited to set up a solar-powered
water system for LacorBardegemarket
in Gulu City. The system also extends
handwashing water points to all the major entrances enrolled women from Nakasero, Bugoloobi, Kasubi
over 600 families which live around the LacorBardege
market and the market community. This powerful I would like to thank our partners; UN Women,

We were able to train over 500 men, women and

We are thrilled to carry these partnerships forward
and also welcome more partners to join us as we
transform the lives of the people of Uganda.

As the year progressed, we expanded our work

I invite you to enjoy the read as we look forward to

Kampala. It is against this background that we share New Year. Remember to wear your mask, keep social
distance and let us protect each other from COVID
how they survived the second wave of COVID 19 19.

Moureen Wagubi
Executive Director

from UN Women.
lives of women and youth, we also trained and
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The resilience and innovation
of refugee VSLAs in Kampala

Women Refugee group attending a training on transformational
leadership and Gender Based Violence.

A group member thanking IST and UN Women for supporting the
group with the cash transfers.

A

our communities. That is why we would like to start
giving them skills in tailoring and hair dressing.”
Even with challenges associated with COVID 19 and
the lockdown, the group members have managed
to save 1.3 million shillings. Asked about how some
members have dealt with the effects of COVID, Edwige
said, “Some members who used to hawk jewellery
and necklaces turned to selling silver fish and maize
flour during the lockdown. They used part of the
Uwamusho group is made of women refugees money they received to venture into fast-moving
from the Democratic Republic of Congo who have food items during the lockdown.”Edwige added that
demonstrated excellent skills in beading, tailoring, their group aspires to expand their business so that
they can have a one stop shop centre for all types of
hairdressing and jewellery selling.
Congolese fabric in Kampala. Through the visioning
The group is part of the Village Savings and Loans process facilitated by IST team, the group drew a
Association groups that have benefited from trainings one-year action plan to help them achieve that goal
in business and mentorship sessions conducted by IST and dream.
with support from UN Women. Upon receiving the
money, members in this group agreed to contribute
50,000shs each from the cash they received to
increase the money available in the pool for group
members to borrow and also contribute to the
group’s vision.
t the peak of the 2nd wave of COVID 19 and
the 2nd lockdown in Uganda, Uwamusho
group which is made up of 30 members
received their cash transfer of 287,500shs
per person. Uwamusho is part of the Village Savings
and Loans Association groups that have benefited
from trainings in business and mentorship sessions
by IST with support from UN Women.

Members in the group have exhibited cooperation
through saving and working together to achieve their
dreams. The savings made by members is geared
towards renting a bigger space where training for
young women in hairdressing and tailoring will
take place. EdwigeBushunde the group chairperson
said, “We formed this group so we can empower
ourselves and also empower the young women in
4

Some members
who used to hawk
jewellery and
necklaces turned
to selling silver
fish and maize
flour during the
lockdown.

Voices from the Refugee
Women Groups in Kampala
“I would like to thank IST and UN Women for their
support, guidance and the training we received during the
intervention. Our group is made of 30 women who come
from the Democratic Republic of Congo, who fled the
country because of the war. Our group has mostly youth
who do make-up, tailoring, hairdressing and vending of
jewellery. As a group, we have been saving money so that
we can be able to borrow and lend to group members to
expand their income and businesses.
Currently, we are all working from our homes. People
who do make up meet in someone’s home and so do the
tailors and hairdressers. We are saving money as group
to establish a central place where we can all meet and
work together. Our has four categories of savings; we save
between 5000-25000shs per person depending on how
much one can afford. It is from this money that we will be
able to set up our area of business operation. I am grateful
to IST and UN Women for the financial support extended
to the group members which helped to keep us afloat
during the lockdown. We have also learnt to get together
and address our challenges as a group as well as having
very good financial practices both at individual level and
group level.”

Hellen Njibu,
Grandes
Dammes Group
President
I am a single mother I have 6 children under my care. I have
both a personal business and we also have group activities.
On the individual level, I do knitting and making cushions
for chairs. Before I make to Uganda, I was a teacher in
South Sudan and when I arrived here, I tried to find work
as a teacher. As soon as I had got a placement, COVID 19
came in and I lost my job since schools were closed.
It was during this period that IST visited our group and
trained us on business diversification and creativity. After
the training, I decided to set up a mini-training school at
my home for young girls who are not able to go to school
because of the lockdown. I am currently training over 15
young girls within my community in both knitting and
cushion-making.

Emily, Active
South Sudanese
Women Group

Once I started this initiative of training young girls, I was
presented with a challenge of paying rent for my apartment
since the training is free and the girls are only required to
buy materials for their practice. I am happy that I benefitted
from the cash grant from IST and UN Women because I
used part of this money to clear my rent arrears and also
bought more materials for knitting so I could have stock to
sell to people during the Christmas season.
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Valeria, Chairperson Lacor Women
Cooperative, Member of the Water
Management Committee

B

markets, malls, taxi parks, bus stops etc. However, for
Bardege Complex market which is a private market,
this was a challenging directive since we did not have
either the resources or the capacity to set up the
handwashing points.

ackground: Bardege complex market is
located in Lacor division in Gulu Main market
located in Northern Uganda. Northern
Uganda is one of the dry lands in Uganda with
most families having little or no access to safe water
coupled with high poverty levels as the region battles
the effects of the LRA war. Due to disparities iin water
access in Uganda, people living in poverty pay 22% of
their income to access safe and clean water (Water
Credit Solution Uganda 2013).
With millions of Ugandans still battling the effects of
the COVID 19 pandemic, there has been an added
challenge of living without access to safe and clean
water. Now more than ever, access to clean, safe and
affordable water is key to the health and livelihoods
of people in Uganda.

IST also linked us
with the team at
Davis & Shirtliff who
we worked with to
start constructing the
water points.

IST met with Valeria Alomorach a leader in Bardege
Complex market and here is what she had to share
with the us, “My name is Valeria Alomorach and
I work in Bardege Complex market where I sell
produce. I have been working in the market for over
8years.
Shortly after the second lockdown in Uganda, it was a
mandatory requirement for all public places to have
handwashing water points at all main entrances.
According to the directive, these places included

The market is home to over 1000 vendors but we also
have 600 families living around the market area. The
only water point we had close by was a free-flowing
well which is about 300metres from the market.
Along with the IST team, we visited the well and I am
glad that IST was able to see the dire water situation
we were operating in.We were then approached by
IST with support from Korea Hope Foundation to set
up a solar powered water system for both the market
and communities living around the market.
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the solar powered water project. IST trained us on
how to manage the water system. We formed a
water management committee which has clear
roles on how to manage the system. Currently, we
have 6 handwashing water points which have been
constructed by IST with support from Korea Hope
Foundation.

As a private market, we welcomed the idea to have
water points around the market which was evidenced
by the willingness of the market landlords and market
leadership who agreed to let us construct the water
system on their land.
We had our first meeting with leaders of Gulu
District who we introduced to the project and they
proceeded to welcome the project but encouraged
us to work with Lacor division to acquire permission
to build the solar powered water system.
After the inception meeting and introduction with the
leaders, we signed a memorandum of understanding
between IST, market landlords and the market
leadership. IST also linked us with the team at Davis
& Shirtliff who we worked with to start constructing
the water points.

Most importantly, the water system will help solve
our scarce water problem, a challenge we have lived
with since the existence of the market but has been
made worse by the outbreak of the COVID 19.
I would like to extend my sincere gratitude to IST
and Korea Hope Foundation for the unending
support and love they have showed throughout the
implementation and construction of the project. As
a member of the water management committee,
I commit to take care of the system with utmost
responsibility.”

I am happy that the construction went on well,
several water-flow tests were done before launching

The raised water tank which water is
pumped from. Above are the solar panels
which pump the water to the taps
Davis &Shirtliff drilling for the water
at one of the proposed sites within the
market

The water system viewed from one
of the points of the market

The handwashing water points which are
at major entrances of the market

Members of the Water Management
Commiittee attending a training by IST
on how to manage the water points
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The representatives from the water
comittee, the market landlords, market
leadership pose for a photo with IST staff

HANDOVER CEREMONY OF THE SOLAR
POWERED SYSTEM WHICH WAS GRACED BY
THE MAYOR, THE MARKET WOMEN, MARKET
LANDLORDS, MARKET LEADERSHIP, IST ED,
MOUREEN WAGUBI AND IST STAFF
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IST commemorates 16 days
of activism against gender
based violence

O

n 25th November 2021, Institute for ending gender based violence, IST committed to
Social Transformation joined the world to increase awareness, galvanize advocacy efforts and
commemorate 16 days of activism against share knowledge, skills and innovations.
gender based Violence. Every year, the
16 Days of Activism against Gender-based Violence
campaign (25 November — 10 December) inspires
people around the world to learn, reflect, and take
action to end violence against women.
With support from UN Women, IST identified and
equipped 53 market women from Nakasero, Kibuye,
Kasubi and Bugoloobi with skills on how to report
and fight different forms of violence using technology
products like the Market Garden App. Market Garden
app is an online application which was adopted by
market women in March 2020 where they are able to
sell their fresh and dry food groceries.
Due to the busy work schedules of the market
women that spend most of their time in markets, IST
updated the vendor app and added a platform where
women can seek family planning services, counselling
services and report cases of violence which occur at
home or their places of work.
“I would like to extend my sincere appreciation
to IST for making family planning services more
accessible. Most of us do not have time and money
to even access clinics around us. We spend most of
our time in markets where every man wants to touch
you even when you are not interested and we have
nowhere to run to or report. But I am happy that IST
has trained me on how i can use my mobile phone to
report such cases. Thank you IST for understanding
and responding to women’s needs.” Said Nulu
Nakibirango, market woman Nakasero Market
During the training, most of the market women
revealed that there are very many scammers online
which is why they are afraid of putting their businesses
online. Adding on that they are also harassed by their
male counterparts verbally physically, emotionally
and sexually “Ku facebook tusangayo wbyobuseegu
In support of promoting market women’s rights and
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A snap shot of some of the issues market women go through
while at work.

TFT YOUTH TO
PARTICIPATE IN THE DRIVE
FOR TRANSFORMATION
IST uses a unique Training for Transformation
(TFT) methodology in all its activities and
trainings. The methodology has long been
one that draws on the motif of head, heart
and hand signifying a balance in intellectual
interrogation
of
theory,
emotional
exploration in taking feelings as facts, and
action for liberation. TFT approach centres
on the ability of groups and individuals
to read their reality and question the root
causes of their problems use their strengths
to take control and change their lives for the
better.
This year in partnership with TFT South
Africa, IST supported 12 women and men in
Uganda with a certificate course.
I am grateful to Institute for Social
Transformation and Training for
Transformation Global, which
is widely known for training
transformational leaders. I was
fortunate to be one of the youth
trainees, and I was able to attend
the Training for transformation for
Youth Trainers Session which was
carried out regionally throughout
Africa.The training did a great
job in paving a way and enabling
me rediscover becoming a real
transformational trainer,which I
have always dreamt of becoming
in life. The second phase of this
training started with the global
space where I got to meet fellow
youths and TFT trainers all over
the world to discuss and learn
more from each other before the
actual training started.
Sr. Ntombi one of our senior TFT
trainers shared wonderful words
of wisdom that inspired me a lot;
like when she said, “We never
realize what a person can do until
we hear their voice.” In this she

“There is no out there and no in here; we are one with the power of ecospirituality.”

meant that the young generation
should also be given a chance to
voice and air out their views and
ideas and by so doing we are being
good leaders as well as grooming
future ones, and developing the
skill of listening as a key feature
for leadership.
During the training I learnt that for
life to be purposeful, one should
have dreams, always reflecting
onthem daily keeping in mind to
be patient, take one step at a time
and not forgetting to enjoy the
ride. “Try all you can be and set
the world on fire”.

cases, they believe that they are
protected by those animals. It was
also nice to discover that humans
are inter-dependent on nature
as a whole given an example of
plants; we use oxygen which they
give off and they take in carbon
dioxide which we give off, and
also the fact that they provide us
with food, medicine and building
materials, not forgetting the
natural water bodies that provide
fresh water and the land on which
the human race survives.

To sum it all up, the sessions
were insightful, intriguing and
educative, to all the youths out
It was also a thrilling session to there all I can say is dream big,
know how we relate with the and on your journey protect and
environment and the eco system. preserve nature, help others to
Being in Uganda, where different grow for you are a supreme being
tribes are inter-connected to on earth.
animals and plants in terms of
totems, these are some of the By Namuyiga Jovia
things held sacred and whenever TFT Youth
they meet an animal they are
connected to, they feel the
need to protect it and, in some
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Busia Residents during the
training conducted by API

Residents of Busia
Municipality Embrace
Candle-nut Tree Planting
IST in partnership with African
Power Initiative launched an
agribusiness innovation in 6 subcounties in Busia district. This was
held under the theme, “Increasing
land
productivity
through
improved land-use practices.” The
agribusiness initiative ventures
into candle nut tree planting
which is locally known as “Kabaka
Njagala” and poultry rearing for
saso chicken.
Speaking during the training
workshop that attracted over 500
405 women, youth and 95 men,
Dr. Thelma Awori, the IST Board
Chair said, “We have brought
you this training so that we can
empower you with lucrative ideas
that will promote sustainable
agricultural practices but also
increase your household incomes
and livelihoods.”
The training attracted market
women, farmers, youth and district
officials from Busia Municipality

Moureen Wagubi, the Executive
Director of IST also affirmed to
the people of Busia saying that IST
will set up a demonstration hub
where people will come and learn
about candle nut tree planting,
the benefits and how to extract
Dr. Awori also assured the the by-products of the candle nut.
attendees of the workshop that She also said that the Institute has
IST and API will together buy the already set up a demonstration for
Kabaka Njagala seeds should the saso chicken and is ready to scale
farmers embrace the tree planting to groups within the district which
would like to start poultry-rearing.
practices.
who appreciated the initiative and
showed enthusiasm in adopting
candlenut tree planting to grow
their income and also combat the
effects of climate change in Busia
district.

Mr. Marcos Bitew, the Director of
API said that the training provides
a forum to engage stakeholders on
matters to do with tree planting,
biofuels production and use,
organic fertilizer usage, poultry,
beekeeping, alternative renewable
energies, food security, financial
literacy and sustainability. He said
that API is committed to work
with the people of Busia for a
better tomorrow through climateprogressive practices like treeplanting.
API Poultry Workshop training
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OUR PARTNERS
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